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Abstract: This paper introduces and applies the bootstrap method to compare the power of the test for 
asymmetry in the Granger and Lee (1989) and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) models. The results 
of the bootstrap simulations indicate that the power of the test for asymmetry depends on various 
conditions such as the bootstrap sample size, model complexity, difference in adjustment speeds and the 
amount of noise in the data generating process used in the application. The true model achieves greater 
power when compared with the complex model. With small bootstrap sample size or large noise, both 
models display low power in rejecting the (false) null hypothesis of symmetry.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Previous studies investigating asymmetric price transmission have demonstrated that the Granger and 
Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy models have low power in rejecting the incorrect null hypothesis 
of symmetry.  For example, Acquah and Von Cramon –Taubadel (2009) examined the power of the 
Granger and Lee (1989), and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) models of asymmetry via Monte 
Carlo experimentation and found them to have low power. They also noted that the power of the test for 
asymmetry depends on various conditions such as sample size, model complexity, difference in 
adjustment speeds and the amount of noise in the data generating process used in the application. 
However, Acquah and Von Cramon –Taubadel (2009) did not consider the use of an alternative 
simulation technique such as bootstrap method to evaluate the power of the test for non-linearity in the 
Granger and Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy models. Though the bootstrap method offers an 
advantage over the previous Monte Carlo technique which makes implicit assumption about the 
distribution and the true values of the parameters. Additionally, very little is known about the usefulness 
of the bootstrap method as a tool for evaluating the power of Granger and Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel 
and Loy models. However, the bootstrap technique could be considered as alternative approach to 
evaluating the power of the test for asymmetry. Fundamentally, this study fills the gap in the literature by 
introducing the bootstrap approach and employing it to evaluate the power of the Granger and Lee, and 
Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy models. The purpose of this paper is therefore to support the claim that 
the Granger and Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy models have low power and in so doing 
demonstrate the use of bootstrap method to evaluate the power of the test for asymmetry in these 
models. Unlike previous studies, I depart from Monte Carlo experimentation and implement bootstrap 
algorithm to evaluate the power of the test for asymmetry. 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
Asymmetry may be defined as an unreciprocal relationship between rises and falls in prices. For example, 
farm and retail prices. Asymmetric adjustment in the transmission of prices at various levels of the 
agricultural marketing system has been of considerable empirical interest to agricultural economists. 
Subsequently, numerous methods have been developed to measure price asymmetry. Earlier studies 
investigating price asymmetry emphasized the widely used Houck’s (1977) approach. Recent studies 
have demonstrated that this approach tends to have low power. For example, Acquah (2010) in a Monte 
Carlo experimentation demonstrated that the failure of the Houck’s model to capture asymmetry in 
practice is due to low power. Alternatively, Acquah (2012) in a bootstrap simulation finds the Houck’s 
model to have low power in bootstrap samples. Furthermore, other studies note that the specification of 
the Houck’s model does not take into consideration the time series properties of the data. This assertion 
provides a basis for the error correction modelling. The asymmetric Error Correction Model is motivated 
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by the fact that the variants of the Houck’s model are not consistent with cointegration between the price 
series. 
 
Against this background, Engle and Granger (1987), notes that if two prices are cointegrated, then an 
error correction mechanism exist. Subsequently, Granger and Lee (1989) proposed a modification to 
error correction term that makes it possible to test for asymmetric price transmission.  Numerous studies 
have applied variants of the Granger and Lee model. For instance, Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) 
extended the Granger and Lee model to a complex asymmetric Error Correction model. This complex 
model differs from the Granger and Lee model with regards to the number of asymmetric adjustment 
parameters. Numerous studies have applied the Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy model. However, some 
studies (Cook, Holly and Turner, 1999a and Acquah and Von Cramon-Taubadel, 2009) have found 
Granger and Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy model to have low power via Monte Carlo 
experimentation. The current study supports the claim that the Granger and Lee, and Von Cramon-
Taubadel and Loy models have low power and demonstrates this using bootstrap method. 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The methodology describes the different methods of testing for asymmetry with emphasis on the Granger 
and Lee, and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy models. The bootstrap method is presented with emphasis 
on parametric bootstrap. 
 
Different Methods of Testing for Asymmetry: The data generating process is derived from the Granger 
and Lee (1989) Error Correction Model and can be written as follows: 
 
∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽1∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝛽2(𝑦 − 𝑥)𝑡−1 + 𝜀2,𝑡             𝜀2,𝑡~𝑁(0,𝛿2)                                             (1) 
 
Where y and x are generated as I (1) non stationary variables that are cointegrated and there exist an 
equilibrium relationship between y and x which is defined by an error correction term. The long run 
dynamics captured by the error correction term are implicitly symmetric. In order to incorporate 
asymmetric adjustments, the error correction term can be segmented into positive and negative 
components as follows: 
 
 𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡
+ =  
 𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡 ,   𝑖𝑓  𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡 > 0
𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                                                 (2) 
 
 𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡
− =  
 𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡 ,   𝑖𝑓  𝑦 − 𝑥 𝑡 < 0
𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                                                 (3) 
 
 
The resulting asymmetric ECM is defined as  
 
∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽1∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝛽2
+(𝑦 − 𝑥)𝑡−1
+ + 𝛽2
−(𝑦 − 𝑥)𝑡−1
− + 𝜀3,𝑡        𝜀3,𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝛿
2)             (4) 
 
Asymmetry is incorporated by allowing the speed of adjustment to differ for the positive and negative 
components of the Error Correction Term since the long run relationship captured by the error correction 
term was symmetric. Symmetry in equation (4) is tested by determining whether the coefficients (


and 2
 ) are identical (that is 0 2:H
 
  ). 
 
Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) in a departure  from Granger and Lee model  proposes a complex 
approach to asymmetry in which asymmetries specified affects the direct impact of price increases and 
decreases as well as adjustments to the equilibrium level.                            
 
∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽1
+∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝛽1
−∆𝑥𝑡
− + 𝛽2
+(𝑦 − 𝑥)𝑡−1
+ + 𝛽2
−(𝑦 − 𝑥)𝑡−1
− + 𝜀4,𝑡           𝜀4,𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝛿
2)   (5) 
 
 
Where tx
  and tx
  are the positive and negative changes in tx  and the remaining variables are 
defined as in equation (4).   
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A formal test of the asymmetry hypothesis using the above equation is: 0 1:H
 
   and
2
 
  .  In this case, a joint F-test can be employed to determine symmetry or asymmetry of the price 
transmission process. 
 
Bootstrap Method: Bootstrap is a computer intensive resembling technique for robust estimation of 
statistics of interest. The basic idea of the bootstrap involves repeated random sampling with 
replacement from the original data to produce random samples of the same size as the original sample. 
Each of the selected samples is referred to as a bootstrap sample and each provides an estimate of the 
parameter of interest. With replacement, it is possible that any observation can be sampled more than 
once in each bootstrap sample. With replacement suggest that although each resample will have the same 
number of elements as the original sample, it could include some of the original data points more than 
once and some not included. In effect, each of these resample’s or bootstrap samples will randomly depart 
from the original sample. And since the elements in these resamples vary slightly, the statistic of interest 
calculated from these resamples take on slightly different values. 
In summary, the steps of the bootstrap procedure can be stated as follows: 
 Construct an empirical distribution from the sample. 
 From the empirical distribution draw a random sample of size n with replacement. 
 Calculate the statistic of interest. 
 Repeat steps 2 and 3 B times, where B is a large number in order to create the bootstrap 
resamples. 
 
Bootstrapping Regression Models: The procedure of the previous section can be easily extended to 
regression models. Parametric bootstrapping in regression models can be outlined as follows: 
1. Estimate the regression coefficients of the original sample and calculate the fitted value and the 
residual for each observation. 
2. Select the bootstrap of the residuals by sampling with replacement from the residuals. Calculate 
the bootstrap outcome variable as follows 
* *y x 

   
Regress the bootstrap 
*y  values on the fixed x values and compute the statistic of interest. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
In order to investigate the power of the test for asymmetry under various conditions, a series of bootstrap 
comparison of the two competing models are carried out based on 10000 replications. Drawing upon the 
experimental design of Acquah and Von Cramon-Taubadel (2009), the data generation process is 
specified in equation (4) with 1  set to 0.5 and 2( , ) ( 0.25, 0.50) ( 0.25, 0.75)or
 
       . 
However, we attempt to measure asymmetric price transmission using alternative approaches: the Von 
Cramon-Taubadel and Loy asymmetric ECM, and the Granger and Lee Model. The two methods are 
compared in terms of their ability to reject the (false) null of symmetric adjustment against the (true) 
alternative of asymmetric adjustment using an F-test of the restricted versus the unrestricted model. The 
results in Table 1 indicate the low power of the conventional F-test in rejecting the incorrect null 
hypothesis of symmetry. For the sake of brevity, we denote the Von Cramon–Taubadel and Loy ECM, and 
the Granger and Lee ECM by VCTL and GL respectively. 
 
Table 1: Rejection frequencies based on 10000 Bootstrap Replications        
  GL-ECM DGP                              Model     Estimated   
                   GL-ECM          VCTL-CECM 
Sample 
 
  
 
 Error    Rejection     Frequencies 
size    Size 5% 1% 5% 1% 
50 
 
3 0.1177 0.0379 0.1066 0.0322 
50 2 0.1288 0.0416 0.1160 0.0350 
50 1 0.1750 0.0716 0.1486 0.0569 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
2 2( , ) 
 
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150 
 
3 0.1431 0.0550 0.1304 0.0466 
150 2 0.1837 0.0756 0.1584 0.0626 
150 1 0.3488 0.1791 0.2938 0.1421 
       
500 
 
3 0.2158 0.1024 0.1879 0.0830 
500 2 0.3295 0.1736 0.2857 0.1330 
500 1 0.7279 0.5514 0.6562 0.4670 
       
50  3 0.1423 0.0510 0.1235 0.0404 
50 2 0.1751 0.0676 0.1513 0.0554 
50 1 0.3658 0.1822 0.2955 0.1399 
       
150 
 
3 0.2264 0.1034 0.1955 0.0806 
150 2 0.3489 0.1902 0.2963 0.1455 
150 1 0.7709 0.6096 0.7058 0.5236 
       
500 
 
3 0.4733 0.2797 0.4085 0.2218 
500 2 0.7368 0.5503 0.6678 0.4685 
500 1 0.9982 0.9895 0.9950 0.9786 
 
 
The Bootstrap simulation indicates the low power of the conventional F-test in rejecting the null of 
symmetric adjustment in small sample sizes. Noticeably, both the Granger and Lee, and the Von Cramon-
Taubadel and Loy model display lower power in small bootstrap samples. Improvements in power are 
observed if we increase the difference in asymmetric adjustment parameters from 0.25 to 0.5 in the true 
model. Similarly, if we decrease the amount of noise in the data generating process (DGP) systematically, 
an increase in power is also observed in both the complex ECM and standard ECM approaches as 
illustrated in Table 1. The true model displayed greater power when compared with an over-
parameterised or complex model. These results suggest that the over-parameterised model reduces the 
power of the test for asymmetry in bootstrap samples. These findings are consistent with Acquah and Von 
Cramon –Taubadel (2009) who examined the power of the Granger and Lee (1989), and the Von Cramon-
Taubadel and Loy (1996) models of asymmetry via Monte Carlo experimentation and found them to have 
low power. The findings of this research indicates that bootstrap sample sizes, difference between the 
asymmetric adjustment parameters, model complexity (i.e. number of parameters) and the amount of 
noise in the data generating process are important in the power of the test for asymmetry. With small 
bootstrap sample size or large noise, both Granger and Lee (1989), and Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy 
(1996) models display low power in rejecting the (false) null hypothesis of symmetry.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The power of alternative approaches of measuring asymmetry has been compared. Using bootstrap 
methods, it has been demonstrated that the alternative approaches detect asymmetry at different rates 
under various conditions given the same data generating process. The results of the bootstrap 
simulations indicate that rejection frequencies increase with increases in sample size, increases in the 
difference between the asymmetric adjustment speeds and decreases in the amount of noise in the true 
data generating process used in the application. The Granger and Lee asymmetric ECM specification has 
greater power when compared to the Von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy ECM, although the power test for 
both models tends to be low in small bootstrap samples. Notably, this research establishes that an over-
parameterized model decreases the power of the test for asymmetry in bootstrap samples. The result 
demonstrates the usefulness of the bootstrap methods as an alternative approach to investigating the 
power of the test for asymmetry. Future research will explore the use of non parametric bootstrap to 
evaluate the power of the test for asymmetry. 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0,25, 0.50) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
( 0.25, 0.75) 
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